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Abstract-Fault statistics collected along the slow-spreading Reykjanes Ridge are used to investigate its complex 
tectonic evolution. The Reykjanes Ridge is oriented oblique to the spreading direction and is located close to the 
Iceland hotspot. A wide distribution in fault strike and fault throw occurs across the axis of the Reykjanes Ridge, 
with a sharp change in mean strike and mean throw occurring at the edge of the axial zone. Within the axial zone 
there is no significant change in the distribution of faults with increasing distance from Iceland; proximity to the 
hotspot does not influence the detailed tectonics near the axis. We infer that the fault development within the 
axial zone is controlled by the plate tectonic generated regional stress field. 

Outside the axial zone the faults strike oblique to the spreading normal direction. This change in fault strike, 
coupled with the lack of any evidence for strike-slip movement, suggests that these faults develop as a passive 
response to the thermal evolution of the lithosphere. 

Our results indicate that at a slow-spreading ridge the crust is deformed by two stress fields, one responsible for 
the fault formation within the axial zone, the other for the faults which bound the axial zone. 

INTRODUCTION 

Located between Iceland in the northeast and the Char- 
lie Gibbs Fracture Zone in the southwest, the Reykjanes 
Ridge is the northern extension of the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge (Fig. 1). The Reykjanes Ridge has several charac- 
teristics that set it apart from other ridges. It spreads 
obliquely, so that while the spreading direction is 099” 
(Minster & Jordan 1978), the ridge trend is 036”, at 27” to 
the spreading normal (0090) direction. The ridge spreads 
slowly, with a half spreading rate of 10 mm a-i (Minster 
& Jordan 1978, Talwani et al., 1971, Vogt & Avery 
1974), yet the bathymetric morphology is more akin to 
that of a fast spreading ridge. In the region close to 
Iceland, the axis of the ridge is marked by a smooth 
median high as opposed to a median valley. With in- 
creasing distance south-west from Iceland three major 
changes in ridge morphology occur. There is a gradual 
transition from a well-developed axial high to a median 
valley with the same depth as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
farther south. The width of the axial zone, which we 
define to be the zone between the innermost boundary 
faults on either side of the axis, narrows and the depth to 
the crest of the ridge increases from sea level at the 
Reykjanes Peninsula in Iceland at 63.8”N to normal 
oceanic depths at the Bight Fracture Zone at 57”N. 
Associated with these changes is an increase in the 
topographic roughness on the flanks of the ridge. These 
changes in morphology are correlated with changes in 

magma geochemistry, from a plume dominated chemis- 
try near Iceland to a MORB chemistry at about the point 
where the axial high gives way to a median valley 
(Schilling 1975). Coupled geochemical and morphologi- 
cal studies provide a powerful tool for mapping the 
influence of the Icelandic hotspot upon the ridge system. 

Throughout the 800 km length of the Reykjanes Ridge 
there is only one fracture zone, the Bight Fracture Zone 
at 57”N. Except at this latitude, magnetic anomalies are 
continuous and unbroken by offsets, and run parallel to 
the spreading axis (Vogt & Avery 1974) back to anomaly 
6 (20 Ma ago). Bathymetric maps show that out to 
anomaly 6 the topography is ridge parallel. Older mag- 
netic anomalies show that the ridge was broken into a 
conventional staircase of ridge segments normal to the 
spreading direction offset by fracture zones (Vogt & 
Avery 1974). Even earlier, before anomaly 18 time (45 
Ma ago), the magnetic anomaly pattern of the ridge was 
similar to its present state. At present there is a small- 
scale segmentation of the ridge axis, which does not 
affect magnetic anomalies or regional topography and 
which is characterized by a series of en echelon axial 
volcanic ridges (AVRs) described by Shih et al. (1978), 
Jacoby (1980) at 62”N, Searle & Laughton (1981) be- 
tween 58” and 61”N and more recently by Parson et al. 

(1993) between 58” and 62”. These en echelon AVRs are 
oriented at 014” and have been recognized only within 
the 8-15 km wide axial zone. Successive AVRs overlap 
each other by up to 50% of their length. The edge of the 
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Fig. 1. (a) Free-air gravity map of the survey area. The shaded regions represent the three areas surveyed during EW9008. 
Area A has only a bathymetric survey while areas B and C have detailed sidescan sonar as well (b) Bathymetric map and 
cross-section of area B, the contour interval is 50 m. The cross-section is taken along the 6O”N line of latitude, and has a 
vertical exaggeration of x 10. (c) Bathymetric map and cross-section of area C, the contour interval is 50 m. The cross- 

section is taken along the 58”N line of latitude, and has a vertical exaggeration of x 10. 

axial zone is defined by inward facing faults striking 028 parallel traces of major faults spaced on average 9.4 km 
sub-parallel to the ridge axis and therefore oblique to the apart (Laughton et al. 1979). The Reykjanes Peninsula, 
spreading direction. The first ridge parallel faults appear the onland extension of the Reykjanes Ridge, has right 
at a mean distance of 4.7 km from the ridge axis and the stepping en echelon rifts similar to the volcanic ridges 
topography of the ridge flanks is dominated by the identified along the spreading ridge, except that there 
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Fig. 1. (Continued) 

the strike of faults and volcanic systems is rotated 
clockwise to become subparallel with the axis of the 
Reykjanes Ridge (Gudmundsson 1987). 

The Reykjanes Ridge is often considered to be anom- 
alous because of its unusual morphological features and 
because of its proximity to Iceland. But it clearly forms 
part of a spectrum of types of spreading centres, and its 
features require explanation. In addition, its unusual 
characteristics may allow tectonic processes to be better 
understood than in more typical spreading centres. In 
particular the oblique angle between spreading normal 
and ridge axis strike allows for the disentangling of 
tectonic processes related to crustal accretion from those 
related to the construction of the bounding faults of the 
median valley. 

The aim of this paper is to present new and detailed 
fault data which spans the volcanic axis and out to 
beyond the median valley. The data are used to address 
problems concerning the generation of fine-scale tec- 
tonics within the median valley and the creation of the 
faults which bound the median valley. We used records 

from a new high resolution side-looking sonar to identify 
faults. These faults are then measured for strike and 
displacement relative to the axis. We present a model of 
a changing stress field with distance from the axis, with a 
sharp transition between deformation within the zone of 
crustal accretion and tectonic deformation associated 
with the creation of the median valley bounding faults. 

PREVIOUS WORK 

Laughton et al. (1979) and Searle & Laughton (1981) 
provide the most detailed observations made of the 
Reykjanes Ridge. They noted that the axial zone is 
segmented into en echelon ridges which they hypothe- 
sized are single magmatic segments. Their study also 
highlighted the obliquity between the AVRs (014”) and 
the median valley bounding faults (028”), showed that 
faults in the crustal mountains tended to throw down 
towards the median valley and demonstrated that there 
is a change in morphology from a ‘fast-spreading’ mor- 
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phology (non-rifted) to a ‘slow-spreading’ morphology 
(rifted) along the ridge axis away from Iceland. 

Lobate reflections from within the axial zone led 
Laughton et al. (1979) and Searle & Laughton (1981) to 
the hypotheses that the AVRs had accumulated from 
lavas erupted from fissures. Searle & Laughton further 
postulated that the AVRs and the minor faulting and 
fissuring were generated by a ‘horizontal tension 
imposed by the separation of the plates at the ridge axis’. 
They envisaged episodic activity of the overlapping 
AVRs with only one being active at any one time. 

The recognition of the rift to non-rift transition 
(Searle & Laughton 1981) was emphasized by the vari- 
ation in displacement of the axial zone bounding faults 
with progressive distance from Iceland. The bounding 
faults show an increase from a mean displacement of 96 
m in the northeast to 275 m in the south-west of their 
survey area. A similar variation orthogonal to the ridge 
axis was not observed. Such a marked change across the 
rift/non-rift transition (which occurs at approximately 
60”N) has also been shown in the gravity data (Hwang et 
al. in press) and geochemical data (Schilling 1975). Thus 
the transition is an important tectonic and magmatic 
feature of the increasing distance from the Icelandic 
hotspot. 

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

The aim of the survey was to examine the detailed 
morphology of selected areas of the Reykjanes Ridge 
between 57” 35’N and 62” 05’N using echo sounder (12 
and 3.5 kHz), a multibeam swath mapper (Hydrosweep) 
and a deep-towed sidescan sonar (TOBI). The sidescan 
has a total swath width of 6 km. The resolution of the 
sonar is dependent on range; close in to the vehicle track 
the insonified footprint has an along-track dimension of 
7 m and an across-track dimension of 4 m. At far range 
these dimensions change to 42 m by 2 m, respectively 
(Flewellen et al. 1993). 

EW9008 surveyed three areas of the Reykjanes Ridge 
(Fig. l), though only two areas were mapped by both 
TOBI and Hydrosweep. In order to facilitate correlation 
between this paper and Parson et al. (1993) we have 
adopted the same names for the survey areas, namely 
areas A, B and C. We will focus on areas B and C. Area 
B lies between 59”56’ & 60”40’N and 28”28’ & 29”35’W, 
while area C lies between 57”35’ & 58”25’N and 31”47’ & 
33”04’W (Figs. lb & c). The two areas lie north and 
south, respectively, of the transition from an axial high 
to an axial valley (the non-rift to rift transition). Two 
sources of data exist for the axial zone, deep-towed 
sidescan sonar images and the multibeam swath map. 
Figures 2 and 3 show comparisons between sidescan 
sonar images and the multibeam swath map for areas B 
and C, respectively. Beyond the first boundary faults the 
multibeam map is the sole data source for the fault 
statistics. 

Fault interpretation was based on comparisons be- 
tween Hydrosweep bathymetric maps and TOBI side- 

scan images. Because the resolution of the Hydrosweep 
multibeam system is lower than that of the TOBI side- 
scan system, only faults with a throw greater than 25 m 
are detectable on the multibeam maps. On the Hydro- 
sweep maps, faults are identified by closely spaced 
contours which are linearly persistent. The larger faults 
can be identified on both data sets, although each image 
gives a different type of information. From the Hydro- 
sweep maps the height of the fault scarp, taken to be the 
fault throw, and the gradient of the topographic slope 
can be measured, while the TOBI images reveal details 
of the fault morphology and the materials that make up 
the fault scarps. Such joint interpretation is only possible 
in the axial zone where both types of data are available. 
Outside that zone, interpretation must rely on Hydro- 
sweep data alone, drawing upon relations between 
scarps and topography seen in the axial zone. Estimation 
of fault dip from topography on the bathymetry maps is a 
very unreliable indicator of the true dip of the fault 
scarp. The Hydrosweep system may introduce artifacts 
in the regions of steep slope, the bathymetry maps are 
gridded at 100 m intervals, such that the apparent dip is 
an averaged slope, and major fault scarps are invariably 
covered by a considerable amount of talus, reducing the 
topographic gradient. We have therefore chosen not to 
measure the gradient of fault-related slopes. 

In order to investigate any relationship between fault 
strike and distance from the volcanic axis, and because 
of the complex interaction of faults which make it 
difficult confidently to pin point a single fault trace, we 
subdivided all faults identified on the TOBI images into 
500 m segments, referred to in the text as ‘fault seg- 
ments’. We then measured the strike, distance and 
displacement (where the faults were detected by Hydro- 
sweep) from the spreading axis of these fault segments. 
The displacement on a fault segment was calculated by 
assuming: (1) that the exposed scarp represents the total 
throw of the fault; and (2) that sediment thickness is 
much smaller than the fault scarp height, and does not 
affect the fault profile. 

FAULT PATTERNS 

The bathymetry maps of area B lie within the axial 
zone as defined by Searle & Laughton (1981) and as such 
display very few indicators of where the edge of the axial 
zone lies. The shallowest regions of the axial zone are 
located on the AVRs, and the topography generally 
deepens on either side to the edge of the available data 
(like a fast spreading ridge) (Figs. lb & c). Super- 
imposed on this regional bathymetry are small circular 
features which are found throughout the area; we inter- 
pret these features as small volcanoes based on their 
similarity to features in other areas of slow spreading 
ridges (e.g. Smith & Cann 1992). Thus, while area B has 
a gross bathymetry similar to that of a fast spreading 
ridge, its detailed near-axis bathymetry is more akin to 
that of a slow-spreading ridge. 

Area C contrasts strongly with that of area B; the axial 
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Fig. 2. Hydrosweep swath multibeam plot (a) and sidescan sonar image (b) for part of area B, the contour interval for the 
plot is 25 m. The plot locates the position of the sidescan image. This image is a single swath of sidescan, with the dark 
scalloped line in the centrc representing the track of the vehicle. The swath width is 3 km on both sides with a near field 
resolution of 2-5 m. This image was manually mosaiced to correct for variations in ship’s speed and slack in the towing cable. 
The bright (white) zones cutting obliquely across the image are interpreted as small fault scarps. Note the lack of any 
evidence for these faults on the bathymetric plot. Circular features of varying scales (~O’S-LOO’s m) are interpreted as small 

volcanoes and hummocky volcanic terrain, 
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Fig. 4. Fault statistics from Hydrosweep maps of area B. Plots show (a) the variations of strike of the fault segments relative 
to displacement, (b) frequency histograms of fault segments displacements, and (c) fault segment strike for area B. S is the 

spreading normal direction and A the axis parallel direction derived. 

zone is clearly defined by faults trending parallel to the 
strike of the ridge. The depth to the ocean floor in- 
creases away from the axis until it is checked at the 
boundary faults where the relief increases. Thus in less 
than 200 km along strike the axial zone of the ridge 
changes from a smooth axial high to a rougher, fault- 
bounded median valley. 

Area B 

Bathymetry. The Hydrosweep maps for the axial zone 
of area B are dominated by circular shaped volcanic 
constructions, hundreds to thousands of metres across, 
with few areas containing contour patterns which satisfy 

our criteria for a fault. In area B there is no tectonic 
lineament on the bathymetric maps identifying the edges 
of the axial zone. The morphology changes with distance 
from the spreading axis from en echelon axial volcanic 
ridges, with numerous circular features of various sizes, 
to a flanking smoother surface interrupted only by large 
circular highs (1000-2000 m across). The ocean floor 
gently increases in depth away from the axis, with few 
signs of the creation of topography away from axis. All 
faults identified from Hydrosweep maps are shorter than 
4000 m. 

The mean strike of the fault segments (Fig. 4a) is 020” 
and the average throw is less than 100 m (Fig. 4b). Only 
seven measured segments show throws 2200 m. A 

Fig. 3. A comparison between the multibeam swath map (a) and sidescan sonar image (b) for area C. As Fig. 2 except that the sidescan image is 
made up of two partially overlapping swaths. Note for this figure the insonification direction changes across the vehicle track line, marked by a 
continuous black zone with regularly spaced white dashes, and across the join between the two images, which is a vertical join in the middle of the 
image. The large bright zone of backscatter to the left of the image represents the bounding fault of the median valley in this area. This fault is also 
recorded on the bathymetric plot. The sidescan image relays greater information about the fine scale texture and geometry of this fault scarp. The 

sidescan image covers an arca of 10 km by 10 km. 
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Fig. 5. Histograms and scattergrams derived from TOBI side-scan images depicting the range in fault orientations and 
distance from the axis for areas B and C. (a) & (b) show the variation in strike with distance from the ridge axis, for areas B 
and C, respectively. (c) & (d) show histograms of fault strike for the same areas. The number of data points are 969 and 1024 

for areas B and C, respectively. S is the spreading normal direction and A the axis parallel direction derived. 

relationship exists between the strike of the fault seg- 
ments and their displacement, indicating that faults with 
a large displacement are more likely to be oriented close 
to axis parallel than those faults with a smaller displace- 
ment (Fig. 4b). The mean strikes of the fault segments 
with throws less then 100 m and between 100 and 200 m 
are 017” and 025”, respectively. A r-test on these two 
groups allows the hypothesis that they are both drawn 
from the same population to be rejected at the 95% 
level. Thus faults with a small displacement are more 
likely to strike AVR parallel, while those with a larger 
displacement will strike between AVR and axis parallel. 

Sidescan. While the bathymetry of area B displays 
only sparse tectonic indicators, the sidescan images 
show abundant fine-scale sinuous and linear zones of 
strong backscatter. We interpret the linear zones to 
represent faults with throws of less than 25 m. 

There is a wide distribution on the sidescan records in 
fault segment strike within area B from 342” to 088”, with 
a reduction in the number of recorded fault segments 
with increased distance from the axis (Fig. 5). In order to 

investigate any spatial change in the characteristics of 
the fault segments with distance from the axis the data 
were subdivided into four zones of different distances 
from the axis (O-2 km, 2-4 km, 4-6 km and 6-10 km). A 
l-test was made comparing the orientation data from the 
four zones. The hypothesis that the orientation data for 
successive pairs of zones are drawn from the same 
population is rejected a the 95% confidence level when 
comparing the O-2 km zone with the 2-4 km zone, and 
the 2-4 km zone with the 4-6 km zone, but is not rejected 
when comparing the 4-6 km zone with the 6-10 km zone 
(see Table 1). Figures 6(a)-(d) display the orientation 
distribution of the fault segments associated with the 
different zones, while Table 1 lists the statistics for the 
fault segments. In Fig. 6 all the fault statistics data have 
been normalized to give fault segment density per km2 of 
the area surveyed. This allows quantitative comparison 
between different parts of the same survey area. Nor- 
malization is achieved by calculating within a given zone 
the area covered by the sidescan and dividing that into 
the number of fauh segments found within that zone. 
From the normalized data, difference diagrams can be 
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Fig. 6. Frequency diagrams derived from TOBI side-scan images showing the orientation distribution of the density of fault 
segments at incremental distances from the axis within area B: (a) O-2 km; (b) 2-4 km; (c) 4-6 km; (d) 6-10 km. All the data 
has been normalized according to the percentage coverage of sidescan over the areas. The fault segments were all measured 

from the sidescan images, with each segment being 500 m in length. 

Table 1. Statistics from fault segment data measured form the sidescan images, at 
incremental distances from the axis, for areas B and C 

Mean 
orientation Standard Number of data 

Distance (m) (degrees) deviation points Density (km*) 

Area B @-2000 15.92 11.86 375 1.15 
2001-4000 18.11 15.1 404 1.84 
4001-6000 22.79 13.71 145 1.13 
6001-10,000 24.23 13.25 94 0.68 

Area C O-2000 16.46 12.82 300 0.9 
2001-4000 19.48 15.18 244 0.997 
4001-6000 29.58 14.68 224 1.7 
6001-10,000 32.18 18.14 196 1.13 

calculated (Fig. 7). These show the difference in normal- Within 2 km of the axis the faults have a mean strike of 
ized fault segment abundance as a function of fault 016”, sub-parallel to the strike of the AVRs and the 
segment strike between successive zones at increasing spreading normal direction. In the region 2-4 km from 
distance from the spreading axis. Negative values show a the axis there is a slight shift in the mean strike to 018”, 
decrease in abundance caused, for example, by faults but, more dramatically, the density of fault segments has 
being buried by lava flows or covered by sediments, increased by 64%. The sidescan images have no patches 
while positive values show an increase in fault activity. within area B that are either highly or sparsely faulted 
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nor are faults noticeably longer than those found nearer 
to the axis. Thus the increase in the density of fault 
segments represents an increase in the number of faults 
per km2 over the whole area. A further clockwise change 
in strike occurs at 4-6 km from the axis where the main 
strike is 023”, 7” greater than found at the axis. The 
density of faults is reduced when compared to the 
previous segment (Fig. 7), and the sidescan images 
display patches of low backscatter typical of the level 
found by sediments. 

Clearly, with increasing distance from the axis both 
the strike and the density of faults varies (Fig. 6): within 
4 km of the axis there is an overall increase in the density 
of faults, while outside 4 km the density of the fault 
segments is reduced (Figs. 6b & c). There is a clockwise 
rotation in the mean strike with increasing distance from 
the axis as far as 6 km, but beyond that the rotation 
ceases. 

Area C 

Bathymetry. As is the case with area B the Hydro- 
sweep bathymetry shows few faults with throws greater 

than 50 m occurring within 4 km of the axis. The one 
section of area B where faults are large enough to 
register on the bathymetric maps has been described by 
Owens et al. (1991) and was interpreted from gravity and 
bathymetry data to be a non-transform offset. 

In area C the edge of the median valley is clearly 
defined by bunching contours running parallel to the axis 
and oblique to the AVR trend. The statistics of the fault 
segments derived from these fault traces are shown in 
the histograms of Fig. 8. Ridge axis parallel faults are 
seen on both the sidescan sonar image and the multi- 
beam swath maps of area C, though it is only the 
youngest axis-parallel faults, those bounding the axial 
zone, that are within the area covered by the sidescan 
sonar. All faults farther from the axis have only been 
imaged by the multibeam swath mapper. There is no 
evidence for a systematic increase in fault throw with 
distance from the axis. We consider that most of the 
growth of faults seen on bathymetry maps takes place at 
the site of the first axis-parallel fault. This concurs with 
the findings of Searle & Laughton (1981). 

On the bathymetric maps we identified no faults 
dipping away from the axis, either in the off-axis zone or 
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spreading normal direction and A the axis parallel direction. 

in the axial zone. There exist areas of steep topography 
dipping away from the ridge axis, though we do not 
consider these to be faults for two reasons. No outward 
throwing major faults were identified on the GLORIA 
survey of the Reykjanes Ridge (Searle & Laughton 
1981). In addition, in our recent survey over off-axis 
faults on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge further south (between 
25” and 30”N) all faults are observed to dip towards the 
axis. In the Reykjanes Ridge outward dipping surfaces 
are generally less steep and less linear than the inward 
dipping surfaces shown by TOBI to be faults. 

The dominant slip direction on the fault planes was 
deduced from the displacement of small volcanic edi- 
fices dissected by faults. Only vertical displacements 
were observed throughout both areas B and C. No 
significant strike-slip displacement was identified. Dip- 
slip (normal) faulting is indicated by focal mechanisms in 
this area (Bergman & Solomon 1990). 

A ubiquitous feature of the faults is the presence of a 
hangingwall depression, with maximum depth coinci- 
dent with the centre of the fault trace, and the depth to 
16 ll:2-D 

the basin tapering off towards the fault tip (Fig. 9). Such 
basins have a maximum length parallel to the fault strike 
of 6000 m, and a maximum depth of 200 m. 

The distribution of 500 m fault segments measured 
from the Hydrosweep maps for area C are shown in Fig. 
8. The mean throw is 200 m, with a maximum of 550 m. 
Unlike in area B there is no obvious variation in fault 
throw with fault segment strike, with a mean strike of 
032”, close to that reported by Searle & Laughton (1981) 
for the axis parallel faults. A t-test comparing the orien- 
tation of fault segments with a throw less than 100 m with 
the orientation of those with a throw greater than 100 m 
shows no significant difference. 

Sidescan. In area C, TOBI sidescan images were 
obtained of the axial zone, out to and just beyond, the 
first major bounding fault. Almost all of the faults 
imaged in area C thus lie within the axial zone. The 
shape of individual faults within area C is similar to those 
of area B; faults within the axial zone are sinuous with a 
slight variation in the width of back-scatter along strike. 
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Fig. 9. Hydrosweep map of a single fault with a footwall high, a hangingwall basin and a scarp that tapers off in height from 

a maximum in the centrc. The fault scarp has 125 m of relief at the centre. 

We find no observable differences in the length of the 
fault traces between the two survey areas. 

There is significant variation in the strike of fault 
segments imaged by sidescan sonar with increasing dis- 
tance from the axis (Fig. 5). Consequently, we have 
subdivided the data into zones of increasing distance 
from the axis. 

Comparison of the orientation data for successive 
pairs of zones using the c-test shows that the hypothesis 
that the two sets of data are drawn from the same 
population can be rejected at the 95% confidence level 
for the pairs O-2 km and 2-4 km, and 2-4 km and 4-6 km, 
but cannot be rejected for the pairs 4-6 km and &lo km. 
The statistics for the fault segments in area C are shown 
in Table 1. 

Over the first 2 kms from the axis the fault segments 
have a mean strike of 016.5”, sub-parallel both to the 
strike of the AVRs and to the spreading normal direc- 
tion (Fig. 10). This is a very similar result to that found in 
area B over the same range, and indeed a f-test between 
this zone and the equivalent zone in area C shows them 
to have fault segment populations that are not signifi- 

cantly different. At 2-4 km from the axis the strike of the 
fault segments has changed in a clockwise sense by 3”, 
whereas the density of faults is the same. There is again 
no significant difference in the strike of fault segments 
between the 2-4 km zone and the equivalent zone within 
area B. The most dramatic change in the fault-segment 
distribution occurs at 4-6 km from the axis where the 
mean strike has rotated clockwise by lo”, to 029.5”, from 
that found in the previous area, and the density of faults 
has increased by 50% (Fig. 11). The increase in fault 
density at this distance from the axis coincides with faults 
measured from the bathymetry data, most of which were 
found at 5 km or greater from the axis. The strike of 
these faults is sub-parallel to the axis. At 6-10 km from 
the axis there is a reduction in the density of faults, with 
only a very slight shift in strike to 032”. 

DISCUSSION 

The data set presented above differs in some respects 
from recently published fault data from the same areas 
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Fig. 10. Frequency diagrams showing the density of fault segments of a particular strike at incremental distances from the 
axis within area CC: (a) O-2 km; (b) 2-4 km; (c) 4-6 km; and (d) 6-10 km. All the data has been normalized according to the 
percentage coverage ofsidescan over the areas. The fault segments were all measured from the sidescan images, with each 

segment being 500 m in length. 

of the Reykjanes Ridge (Murton & Parson 1993). Fault 
orientation in our data sets range between 330” and 084 
(150”-264”), whereas Murton & Parson report fault 
orientations well outside our range. They argue for the 
existence of two families of transfer faults at a higher 
angle to the AVR trend than any faults seen by us. We 
have re-examined the original bathymetry, from which 
that of Fig. 4 from Murton & Parson (1993) was derived, 
in order to identify the regions where they record trans- 
fer faults. In all of the areas where Murton & Parson 
indicate a transfer fault we find no evidence to support 
their finding. Instead we would ascribe the features 
measured by them to two categories: (1) Some are 
artifacts introduced into the maps during the process of 
gridding across the gaps between bathymetric swaths. 
Such interpolations can make the edge of the ship track 
parallel swath prominent. Many of the faults reported by 
Murton & Parson run parallel to the ships track and fall 
into interpolated zones between swaths, where it would 
appear they have measured the edge of the swath as a 
transverse feature. (2) Other transverse features identi- 

fied by Murton & Parson from the bathymetry maps as 
faults do not fulfil our criteria for faults, since they are 
not steep enough nor persistent enough. We consider 
these to be the ends of volcanic constructional features 
and/or mass wasting surfaces. 

Broad-scale fault geometry 

Despite the morphological contrasts between areas B 
and C, in both areas the broad-scale fault geometry, 
within the median valley, is the same. Both areas have 
an axial zone, running NE-SW parallel to the orien- 
tation of the ridge, 8--12 km wide. Within the axial zone 
there is an en echelon array of overlapping AVRs 
running nearly north--south. Associated with the AVRs 
are many small faults running nearly parallel to the AVR 
orientation and hence nearly perpendicular to the 
spreading direction. Mean fault orientation within the 
axial zone rotates clockwise towards a ridge-parallel 
trend as distance from the centre of the axial zone 
increases. This rotation of the mean fault orientation is 
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Fig. 11. Three histograms which show the relative differences between adjacent areas of the fault segment data in 2 km 
widths. Between the O-2 and 2-4 km (Fig. 12a) there is only a slight increase in fault segment density at greater than 020”. A 
decrease in the number of AVR parallel faults with an increase in axis parallel faults occurs between 2-4 km and 46 km, 

while for the final two adjacent zones there is a decrease in the overall density pattern. 

brought about by two factors; the covering of AVR- 
parallel faults near the centre of the axial zone by lava 
flows and by the initiation of new faults with a trend 
between AVR-parallel and ridge-parallel at a distance 
from the centre of the axial zone. 

The margin of the axial zone is marked by major, 
ridge-parallel fault zones, spaced 5-10 km apart, which 
characterize the flanks of the ridge. Tectonic activity on 
each of these major fault zones is complete before the 
next one is generated. The variation in width of the axial 
zone and the spacing between major faults indicates that 
a new, major, fault is initiated on one side or other of the 
axial zone every 500,000 Ma. The overall fault geometry 
of the axial zone and the flanks is well seen on Fig. 12. 

The AVRs within the axial zone are complex volcanic 
constructional features, tens of kilometres long, made 
up of numerous small volcanic edifices (Parson et al. 
1993). The elongation of the AVRs must reflect the 
elongation of the underlying mantle flow structure and/ 
or of the intra-crustal magmatic plumbing system (Mur- 
ton & Parson, 1993). In either case, the AVRs represent 
extensional structures, with the direction of least com- 

pressive stress perpendicular to the orientation of the 
elongation of the AVRs and thus nearly east-west. This 
conclusion is consistent with the interpretation of the 
AVR-parallel faults of the axial zone as normal faults. 

The overall geometry of the axial zone, with an en 
echelon array of extensional structures bounded by 
major linear faults, resembles closely the overall geom- 
etry of a major shear zone. Indeed Dauteuil & Brun 
(1993), interpreting a similarly en echelon segment of 
the Mohn’s Ridge between Iceland and Svalbard, con- 
sider that the en echelon geometry results from a com- 
ponent of left-lateral strike-slip motion parallel to the 
ridge. Murton & Parson (1993) also recognized a strong 
similarity in fault patterns between the oblique rifting 
model (Dauteuil & Brun 1993) and the fault patterns 
along the Reykjanes Ridge though they reject a strike- 
slip model. 

We consider this model to be mistaken. There are two 
observations that are inconsistent with it. First, close 
examination of the TOBI images of all faults, whether 
AVR parallel or ridge parallel, shows no sign of strike- 
slip motion. Individual volcanic features are displaced 
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Fig. 12. Schematic drawing of an AVR bounded by obliquely oriented faults. Based on comparison between TOBI images 
and Hydrosweep maps of area C. 

by dip-slip movement, and the focal mechanism, de- 
duced from teleseismically recorded earthquakes on the 
Reykjanes Ridge, indicate normal faulting. Second, the 
local plate kinematics are well constrained, both by the 
orientation of nearby major transform faults such as 
Charlie-Gibbs fault at 52”N and by global analyses of 
plate motions (Minster & Jordan 1978). The integrated 
strain derived from plate kinematics is extension along 
an azimuth of 099” (Minster & Jordan 1978) approxi- 
mately normal to the orientation of the AVRs. This 
means that an alternative model must be sought which is 
consistent with plate kinematics and with observed dip- 
slip fault displacements. Such a model must involve 
rotation of the stress field with distance from the spread- 
ing axis and hence with lithospheric age. 

Faults in the centre of the axial zone 

Faults in the centre of the axial zone run parallel to the 
trend of the AVRs which are oriented perpendicular to 
the spreading direction. These faults ail have minor 
displacements at the surface, except at the latitude of the 
non-transform offset of Owens et al. (1991), but lie in a 
volcanically highly active environment, where construc- 
tion of the AVRs is proceeding vigorously. The abun- 
dance and surface displacement of faults in such a 
situation depends on the relative rates of volcanic resur- 
facing and tectonic deformation. If faults in this area are 
continuously active then fault throw at the surface is not 
a true reflection of the tectonic contribution made by 
these faults, because of the repeated resurfacing. A fault 
with only a minor surface displacement may have con- 
siderable tectonic importance. 

Without information from the sub-surface, it is not 
possible to evaluate the tectonic role of faults in this zone 

of active volcanic re-surfacing. For the same reason it is 
difficult to come to firm conclusions about the origin of 
these AVR-parallel faults. They may be tectonically 
fundamental, and result from the far-field plate stresses 
that generate the local plate movements, or they may be 
more superficial and result from local stresses such as 
those associated with dyke injection (Delaney et al. 
1986, Pollard et al. 1982, Rubin & Pollard 1987, Rubin 
1992) or gravitational forces acting on the AVRs. What 
we can conclude is that because of the orientation of the 
faults far-field plate stresses must have been important, 
if not dominant, in generating these faults. Also the 
close similarity between the fault populations of areas B 
and C within 4 km of the axis, implies that the Icelandic 
hotspot and the increased asthenospheric upwelling 
close to Iceland does not influence the stress field 
generated within the axial zone. Therefore a regional 
rather than local origin to the stress field is preferred. 

Faults on the ridge flanks 

Beyond the axial zone, further than 4 km from the 
spreading axis, new faults are generated, with a strike 
close to 035”, approximately axis-parallel. The pattern 
of this ridge flank faulting differs between areas B and C. 

In area B, the fault segment density histogram (Fig. 7) 
shows a marked decrease in fault segment abundance 
between 2-4 and 4-6 km from the axis. This decrease is 
most marked for fault strike close to the spreading 
normal direction (036”). There is a small increase in fault 
segment density with axis parallel strike (036”). The 
major reduction in density reflects the covering of AVR- 
parallel faults by lava flows or sediments, indicating that 
by 4 km from the axis these faults have become inactive. 
A further decrease in AVR-parallel (spreading-normal) 
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fault segments occurs between 4-6 and 6-10 km from the sphere. Whatever their precise origin, generation by 
axis. At this distance from the axis, the sidescan images stresses produced during lithospheric evolution seems 
are dominated by low backscatter which is attributed to necessary. The greater distance to the onset of these 
attenuation of the sonar within the sediments (Mitchell faults in area B we attribute to increased lithospheric 
1993). Major axis-parallel faults were not imaged by temperatures resulting from thermal influences of the 
bathymetric or sidescan surveys, but the GLORIA sur- increased mantle upwelling associated with Iceland, 
veys of Searle & Laughton (1981) show that such faults with the elevated temperatures reducing the flexural 
do exist further from the axis at this latitude. rigidity of the lithosphere. 

Area C, further from Iceland and in deeper water, 
shows similar features, but these are developed to differ- 
ent degrees. Between 2-4 and 4-6 km from the axis, 
there is a decrease in the density of fault segments with a 
strike close to AVR-parallel, but this decrease is much 
smaller than in area B. Conversely the increased number 
of fault segments striking ridge-parallel at the same 
distance from the axis is much greater than in area B. 
Within the band 4-6 km from the axis, abundant faults 
striking parallel to the ridge axis are generated and 
grow. These do not exploit the pre-existing faults and 
fractures generated parallel to the AVRs but must 
represent a new episode of crustal failure. Very few fault 
segments with a ridge-parallel strike are found closer 
than 4 km from the axis, corresponding to a crustal age 
of 400,000 years. Beyond 6 km from the axis, the 
abundance of these fault segments decreases again, as 
rapidly accumulating sediments covers them, indicating 
that at this stage the faults have already become inactive. 
Searle & Laughton (1981) showed on a larger scale that 
the throw of the second major faults from the axis, as 
imaged by the GLORIA long-range sidescan, is no 
different from that of the first major fault, indicating a 
narrow window in time and space for the growth of the 
axis-parallel faults. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Detailed analysis of the tectonic structure of the 
Reykjanes Ridge has revealed a complex spatial and 
temporal evolution of the upper brittle crust. Within the 
axial zone, less then 4 km from the spreading axis, faults 
have a mean strike which is sub-parallel to the strike of 
the axial volcanic ridges. Most faults within this zone 
have vertical surface displacements, less than 50 m. 
There is no change in the character of faulting within this 
zone with increasing distance from Iceland. The family 
of faults within the axial zone are oriented normal to the 
plate-tectonic direction of least compressive stress and 
formed in a plate-tectonically generated regional stress 
field. 

In both areas B and C there is good evidence for the 
generation of a new family of ridge-parallel faults. In 
area C, generation starts close to 4 km from the axis and 
is complete at about 6 km from the axis. In area B, some 
faults of this new family are seen at about 4 km from the 
axis, but the major growth of these faults takes place 
further from the axis and outside the area imaged by 
Hydrosweep or TOBI. Those faults were, however, 
clearly imaged by GLORIA (Searle & Laughton 1981). 
Faults of this family have a mean strike of 035”, rotated 
20” clockwise from the mean strike of the faults within 
the axial zone; the new family of faults does not exploit 
existing crustal faults. All indicators from the sidescan 
images are that the new family are dip-slip normal faults 
with no strike-slip motion. This implies a direction of 
least compressive stress oriented approximately 125- 
305”. Such a stress field is rotated considerably however, 
normal to the axis of the Reykjanes Ridge, indicating an 
origin related to ridge orientation. Searle & Laughton 
(1981) and Murton & Parson (1993) recognized this 
constraint, and suggested that the off-axis fault orien- 
tation is parallel to contours of equal lithospheric thick- 
ness, assuming a constant cooling rate for the 
lithosphere away from the ridge axis. We therefore 
tentatively suggest that stresses may be generated by 
thermal stresses, caused by lithospheric cooling or by 
gravitational effects of a thickening and cooling litho- 

At the edge of the axial zone a new family of faults is 
generated with a strike close to the overall orientation of 
the Reykjanes Ridge, rotated about 20” clockwise from 
the fault strike within the axial zone. This new family of 
faults is most common in the survey area furthest away 
from Iceland, where generation and growth of the new 
faults is complete within 250,000-500,000 years. The 
faults have a greater mean throw than those in the axial 
zone. In the survey area near Iceland this family of faults 
is rare within 6 km of the axis. 

The two different families of faults can be dis- 
tinguished particularly clearly on the Reykjanes Ridge 
because it spreads obliquely. It is very likely that two 
successive generations of faults of different origin occur 
at other spreading centres where spreading is more 
nearly orthogonal to the ridge, and that two distinct 
processes are responsible for their growth there too. In 
an obliquely oriented spreading environment the overall 
spatial distribution of faulting has lead Dauteil & Brun 
(1993) to infer the presence of an oblique rifting domi- 
nated stress field. Our more detailed observations 
suggest, however, that this fault pattern is the product of 
two plate-tectonic generated stress fields of different 
origin acting in sequence. 
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